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Abstract. Customers are increasingly coming to expect brands to deliver
customer service on the social media dance floor. The dilemma is that brands
don’t always understand the mechanics of the dance. The first step to looking
good on the social media dance floor is to watch and listen to the dancers – so
this study investigates what customers are actually engaging with on social
media (primarily Twitter, Facebook and forums) with respect to brands. It takes
two 1 week snapshots of customer (not brand) activity on social media for 13
brands in 6 vertical sectors across 2 time periods (one sample during 2011 and
one in 2014). We discovered that customers were actively engaging with brands
on a number of levels – from complaints to complements and beyond – that
different sectors had different challenges, that saying sorry wasn’t necessarily
enough to satisfy customers and that social dancing often requires brands to do a
coordinated conga through multiple channels and complex internal processes.
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1 The Shape of the Social Dance Floor

Customers now expect major brands to have not only an online presence but a social
media one. The challenge is how brands appropriately use this social dance floor. Too
much sales talk or blatant attempts to control communication can lead to corporates
dancing by themselves. Ignoring the social dance floor can also get them a slap in the
face. The challenge and opportunity for corporates is to allow customers to interact and
participate with them in order to influence trust, reputation, loyalty and propensity to
buy [1–4]. Social media also potentially provide a cost effective channel for customer
service alongside more established (and less public) channels like the phone, webchat
and email.

Although social media’s effectiveness in influencing purchase and loyalty has been
questioned [5], one thing this research wanted to address was the appetite for customers
to engage with brands, rather than just with each other [6].

To do this, we decided to take a snapshot approach and sample 1 week’s customer
(not corporate) activity on social media for 13 brands in 6 vertical sectors. We also did
a small survey of social customers using Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn asking about
their experiences of engaging with brands on social media. The initial snapshot study
was done in 2011 and the second one in 2014.
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The approach we took was to use a social mining tool developed by BT called
Debatescape [7]. Using keyword analysis, we looked at content on key forums and
social media sites (principally Facebook and Twitter because they are the over-
whelmingly dominant channels, comprising 47 % and 51 % of the research content
respectively in 2014).

Specific brand and customer names and content have been anonymized to protect
the innocent, so the brands will be referred to under a code name. The sample
encompassed retail (SuperCo & DepartStore), banking (BrandBank & GlobeBank),
travel (Hi-Flyer, Lo-Flyer & TrainCo), logistics (LogistiCo), central government
(GovCo), local government & police (CopShop & LocalGov) and utilities (EnergyCo
& WaterCo). The selection included a number of brands that have a substantial pres-
ence on social media as well as some who have yet to engage significantly to see if this
made any difference to the conversations.

In the 2014 study, we collected 44,336 customer interactions in total. We then took
out retweets of the same story, tweets generated by the brands themselves and content
that wasn’t specifically about the brand but featured a keyword. We were then left with
12,553 social media conversations with brands (compared to 2986 in 2011 – over 4
times the amount of traffic).

Interactions were then manually classified into 5 categories. This was mainly
because irony and sarcasm tends to bypass most analytics tools, e.g. “A whole 2p off my
next shop. Thank you @SuperCo, I know where to come for a good bargain”; “I’m
really glad TrainCo have installed saunas in their rolling stock. It’s doing wonders for
my skin”. These would probably be classified as compliments using analytics but are, in
fact, veiled complaints.

The 5 categories we used were:

1. Comment/Opinion – Expressing a personal viewpoint about a brand. Not generally
something a company would necessarily feel the need to reply to, e.g.

• “Anyone know how to open a SuperCo plastic bag? It’s just I have things to do
tomorrow”;

• “Signed up for the gym and this was considered such unusual activity for me
that GlobeBank blocked my card. Trying not to be too offended”.

2. Complaint/Criticism – Reporting specific problems, issues or complaints with
products or services, e.g.

• “Telephone robots that don’t understand Scottish accents, vomit-inducing hold
music; the GovCo helpline experience is awful”;

• “@SuperCo thanks for my “luxurious” lillies - what they lacked in flower heads
they made up for in slugs”.

3. Compliment/Recommendation – Positive comments and promoters, e.g.

• “One small step for GovCo, one large step for convenience. Just did everything
online. Brilliant!”;

• “I’m just in love with SuperCo’s Cinnamon and Apple tea, it smells like
Christmas and tastes like heaven”.
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4. Suggestion – Constructive recommendation about how to improve a product or
service, e.g.

• “@GlobeBank it would be good to be able to create travel plans that span
multiple countries instead of one for each country. A bit like Google maps.
Create a plan, then add countries with an “add country” button”.

5. Question/Answer – Customer asking a question or answering one, e.g.
1. “@SuperCo hi lovely peeps! Pls can you tell me nearest store to Derby that

stocks coconut yoghurt? Thx”;
2. “@AnoYmouse Good afternoon Mr A, we missed you last week! Can you share

how you got GlobeBank to answer your tweets?”

2 What Customers Are Talking About on the Social
Dance Floor

Analysis of the reasons that customers used social media across all brands and channels
can be seen in Fig. 1.

It is unsurprising that the bulk of the content was simply comment or opinion (36 %
in 2014, up from 27 % in 2011). Brands should probably just accept this and listen
because customers may express surprise if they get a response, e.g.

• “Seriously @BrandBank, I’m flattered you ask but haven’t you got better things to
do than reply to my idle twitterings?”;

• “I’m sorry but why has SuperCo replied to my tweet?”

Questions and answers were the major category where things had grown since 2011
(from 13 % in 2011 to 22 % in 2014). Questions were often firmly directed at the brand
in question (along with their Twitter handle or Facebook tag, although many brands

Fig. 1. Analysis by social category
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cause confusion by having multiple social identities [8]). They were sometimes
directed at the world in general either because the user was unaware of how to use
handles and tags or in the expectation that someone out there might have an answer.

As in 2011, there were surprisingly high levels of compliments and recommen-
dations (15 %, down from 28 % in 2011). Unsurprisingly, there were more negative
comments in the form of complaints and criticisms about products and services (24 %,
down from 31 % in 2011) than positive (a trend documented in numerous other studies
of social media engagement with brands [1, 9]).

Of these complaints and criticisms, 9 % of these were about primary contact
channels (i.e. the face-to-face, contact center, email or web experience). This has also
shifted since 2011, when 84 % were about contact channels.

This seems to indicate that social media have shifted from channels that people go
to in order to complain about other channels, to channels they complain on. In other
words, they are now primary rather than secondary channels for contact. A typical
comment from a social customer we interviewed was: “I don’t even bother ringing the
contact center any more. I get faster and better service on social media.”

Many reinforced this view:

• “@DepartStore - funny that weeks of going into different stores and calling I get
lack of help, I tweet and within minutes I hear back!”;

• “I’d like to apologize to all followers about my on-going LoFlyer rants. It seems to
be the only way I get any response from them Much love x”;

• “@LoFlyer 7-10 WORKING days? That’s long for such a simple question; besides
I see people using Twitter/Facebook and it is being solved faster”.

This is a challenging trend because, if customers believe that the only way to get
service is to blast the brand on social media, they are going to increasingly blast the
brand on social media [10]. Social breeds social – volumes can rise rapidly, especially
if customers are inciting similar others in their network to complain. The sudden
flooding of the social dance floor can prove problematic – as one social customer noted:
“Twitter is training people that they get faster response in that mode. Thus everyone
goes there, thus it breaks”.

There were no major incidents during the week’s snapshot we took but there were
social campaigns about sensitive political issues that had mobilized communities to
blitz a brand’s Twitter stream. This is very visible to customers and was noted in some
(fairly politically incorrect) Tweets, e.g. “No chance of a reply from @SuperCo today.
Too busy with nobs who are upset that they stock the wrong type of veg!”. This can
provoke even more anger if some customers think that others are being prioritized over
them, e.g. “@SuperCo I understand that you’re busy but tweets posted after mine were
being answered while I was waiting for a reply. Poor customer care”.

If companies are effectively creating a two tier service level with social media users
being offered preferential, faster or more personalized service than through other
channels, can organizations cope with the inevitable rise in volumes that this will
encourage? Is this, indeed, sustainable without the discipline around resourcing,
escalation, service level agreements and back end system integration that tends to be
present for other, more established channels like the telephone, email and webchat?
Social channels are often used in addition to these channels rather than as replacements
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for them. This is would strongly suggest that the ability to easily and seamlessly switch
between channels is highly desirable, as well as the ability to track customer activity
across these channels.

3 Not All Dance Floors Are the Same

The appetite for customers to dance also varies by sector (see Fig. 2):
Retailers were lords of the dance with 74 % of traffic – topping the table in 2014

(from its position in 2nd place at 32 % in 2011). They had an almost equal split
between complaints (20 % in 2014; 25 % in 2011) and compliments (18 % in 2014;
32 % in 2011). Retailers had the highest number of compliments of any sector. Typical
content ranged from criticism about deliveries, inability to get through to the contact
center, ignoring feedback and staff attitudes.

Retailers were also engaging back on a more personal level with customers on
social media – which implies that social service breeds increased social engagement
amongst the community [1]. However, being a good conversationalist can provoke
some somewhat surprising content that brands may not have anticipated (or may want
to engage with), e.g.:

• “@SuperCo if you were a salad, what salad would you be?”;
• “@SuperCo tell me a rude joke”;
• “@SuperCo what do I do if my friend’s having a bad day?”

Travel earned second place in terms of volume (down from 1st in 2011 when it
gained 41 % of the traffic) with 12 %. This is largely thanks to a combination of a very
well established set of social travel forums plus delayed and grumpy travelers armed
with smart phones. They had the most active dance floor for complaints of any other

Fig. 2. Social activity by sector
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sector (34 % in both 2011 and 2014) as well as one of the lowest levels of compliments
and recommendations (10 % in 2014; down from 26 % in 2011).

Again there was evidence that social contact breeds more social contact – especially
in the case of LoFlyer who had a very high volume of questions coming through (31 %
of questions directed at LoFlyer, verses 16 % directed at HiFlyer). These included
customers asking why flights are delayed and for how long, where bags are, baggage
allowances and boarding cards.

The challenge for travel is to ensure that everyone is operating from the same
information set. If the social media stream contradicts the app or website and the
customer service person at the airport, station or in the contact center, the result is often
frustration and confusion, e.g.

• “@LoFlyer why doesn’t the app sync up with the website? They’re showing dif-
ferent things”;

• “Flight delayed by 5 h. Google knows more than airport staff, who don’t seem to
know much…”

Rising from 6 % in 2011, financial services took third place with 11 %. This is
despite the fact that, for regulatory and compliance reasons, social media and finance
are not comfortable dance partners. Financial services companies can’t provide
unregulated financial advice on a public channel, which potentially makes responding
to customer queries a legal minefield.

This has understandably meant that banks have been late entrants onto the social
dance floor – very few were on Twitter or Facebook in 2011. Customers don’t always
talk about their finances in public either. However, it is clear that social media are
becoming increasingly popular mechanisms to engage with banks as they have risen
from near the bottom of the table in 2011 to third place in terms of social activity in
2014 (and top of the table for questions and answers at 27 % in 2014; up from 17 % in
2011).

The bulk of the content was not really about specific financial issues but about
major events that these brands have sponsored (42 % of the comments). Banks had the
second highest number of complaints (27 % in 2014; down from 36 % in 2011). These
included the usual moans about the website, queues, on hold music, staff training and
attitudes, complicated passwords, opening times, branch closures, unavailability of
mortgage advisors and getting through to the contact center (17 % of the complaints).

Finally, utilities, logistics and government all share bottom spot with 1 % each (no
utilities companies were included in the 2011 study but logistics previously took 3 % of
the traffic and government 12 %). Utilities tend to only get contact when major inci-
dents interrupt supply or billing creates confusion. A lot of the logistics traffic often
gets directed at the retailers who sell the product rather than the company that delivers
it to customers.

Government was the sector with the least compliments, followed closely by utilities
(although utilities also had the least complaints). Government and utilities also had the
least number of questions directed at them. Local brands such as local authorities/police
authorities and regionalized utilities companies typically have lower volumes than
national or global brands, simply because they have a reduced pool of social customers
to start from.
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This sample suggests that each sector has different challenges for social media
engagement. Understanding how and why customers want to be served over social
channels and how they fit alongside other channels is vital. Getting onto the dance floor
“because everyone else is” is not a great strategy.

4 Boogie Wonderland or Murder on the Dance Floor?

Social media’s real value, and its challenge, is around the immediacy of engagement.
Customers seem to believe that they will get a faster response on social media than
through other more traditional channels like the phone or email [10] – with recent BT
research suggesting that 70 % expect a response within 15 min of posting [11].

Our evidence shows that response times from brands can vary hugely – from
15 min (an average for one “best practice” retailer under study), to 8–10 h (especially if
posts arrive outside standard office hours), to no response at all. The impatient social
customer is very ready to note this:

• “@GlobeBank I finally got a response to my question but then they went quiet
again. Three days for each reply is not acceptable”;

• “@SuperCo I hope SuperCo answer my previous tweet towards them. Easy to
ignore something they can’t answer #RubbishCustomerService”;

• “@SuperCo feeling sad, you still haven’t responded to my stock question from 4 h
ago”;

• “Well, pretty #BadCustomerService from the Twitter bods at @LoFlyer today. Four
hours to respond to first query and then silence afterwards”.

This lack of response can cause customers to channel shift multiple times –

“Brandbank website won’t let me update phone number as site link doesn’t work &
their customer service is engaged. Let’s try online web chat”.

This means that they frequently phone, email and post on social media about the
same issue and wait to see which responds first – sometimes with contradictory results:
“TrainCo customer service is amongst the worst I have encountered. The station staff
argue with info provided to me by their Twitter team and telephone customer service
team despite having the information in front of me. In future I will avoid them at all
cost”.

Some companies tend to apologize but then direct customers to another more
private channel such as email, as this frustrated customer’s retweet shows: “RT:
unfortunately we are unable to follow you. If you send an email to GlobeBank-
help@GlobeBank.com, I can assist you”. “#useless”. This is not ideal from the cus-
tomer perspective as they are given the corporate channel shunt and often have to
repeat themselves every time they switch.

It’s also not ideal from a corporate perspective because it can substantially increase
cost to serve. This is because customers are effectively being double or triple handled
by the agents dealing with social media, the phone or email channel. It is more effective
and efficient if the agent handling the social interaction can seamlessly pick the con-
versation up through chat or phone from social media itself, e.g. using click-to-call or
click-to-chat.
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This shift from public to private channel is essential for any company actually
wanting to know the real identity and personal details of @fuzzyduck567, without he
or she publishing everything publically. Customers are also often more than aware of
the public nature of social media:

• “@SuperCo you are deluded if you think I am going to reply on Twitter with my
details”;

• “@GlobeBank I wouldn’t put my bank details on here but a phone number is ok no?
If a weirdo calls I can just hang up!”

If the only way to solve these issues is to take them from a public channel to a
private one by solving the issue “offline”, the resolution then becomes invisible to the
social customer. It is, therefore, important to close the loop with the customer in public
once things have been resolved.

Another issue is around the limitations of social media itself – especially Twitter
where customers are extremely limited in the number of characters that they can use:

• “@GlobeBank- Not sure I can do that in 126 characters…”;
• “@LoFlyer Hi, thank for the response. Think I’ll need an email add to make a

complaint – not enough characters in a DM! Thanks”.

And sometimes there is the occasional slap in the face because of ‘inappropriate’
dancing (often because of the informality of the conversation):

• “@CEOSuperCo have you looked at your @SuperCo feed recently. Several men
staffing it are incredibly rude and dismissive. #customercare?”;

• “@SuperCo since this is a legitimate complaint, perhaps you could reserve the
emoticons for when you’re texting your mates…?”.

The single biggest issue that emerged is that saying sorry isn’t enough for many
customers. It rapidly becomes apparent what questions and issues companies are
unwilling or unable to respond to. Process flaws that probably exist quietly in other
channels become the source of very public frustration on social media. Customers often
want some of these fundamental problems solved rather than an apology with no action
– and they can often rapidly find allies in other customers who have had similar
experiences. As Frank Eliason, one of social customer service’s pioneers, puts it:
“customers never wanted social customer service, they want to be treated right the first
time” [12].

There are many examples of customers wanting organizations to solve their issues,
not simply pass them on or ignore them:

• “@TrainCo An apology is pointless unless measures are taken to prevent the
problem recurring. Love from ALL your customers”;

• “HighFlyer Customers don’t expect you to be perfect. They do expect you to fix
things when they go wrong”;

• “@GlobeBank: my social media tirade will continue, Including colourful deroga-
tory language!! Until I receive a personalised solution”;

• “@LoFlyer “hi Phil, we don’t know what we are doing so we will keep sending the
same reply. If you send us this we will do this “blah blah blah””;
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• “@SuperCo I can’t fault you, you always reply to my tweeted complaints – if only
they went beyond simply being passed on”;

• “@LoFlyer I have had so many tweets telling me how sorry everyone is and to send
in my booking ref in. It’s been done but still nothing!”

This inevitably exposes the inadequacies of back end processes and the limitations
of internal silos – especially when one brand has multiple, and entirely functionally or
geographically separated, social media feeds:

• “@SuperCo Can you please explain what is going on, lots of conflicting infor-
mation coming from various departments”;

• “RT reply from @Brandbank: “Hi there. I’m sorry I can only help with Globe-
Bank UK queries. I don’t have contact details for India. Please contact them
directly”.

The dilemma for brands is that (a) these are often very difficult, systemic failures to
solve and (b) the weaknesses in their customer service delivery processes become
extremely transparent to all. It can, indeed, be murder on the dancefloor.

5 Social Media and the “Omni-Channel” Waltz

It is clear from this snapshot study that social media needs to have a defined role in a
brand’s overall “omni-channel” customer experience journey [13, 14]. Customers need
to be guided as to what is or isn’t likely to get a response. They also need to have an
expectation as to how long will it take to get something back (some brands are now
publishing waiting times and service levels on their social media sites [8]).

Some organizations are doing this well. However, strategies vary hugely. Some
answer pretty much everything (even if it isn’t entirely appropriate to do so). Some
direct everything to other, less public channels like email. Some don’t engage at all -
which is fine as a strategy, as long as you state upfront that you aren’t dancing.

What isn’t good are inconsistent strategies, no indications of what customers can or
can’t expect in terms of service levels, multiple disconnected branded streams who
don’t (or can’t) pass customers to the right place to get their issue addressed or a lack of
signposting as to which channel is the most likely to get customers to their goal [8].
Action truly does speak louder than words – and the responsiveness of organizations is
not simply judged by how quickly they respond to demands on social media.

The challenge on social media is to learn how (and if) it is appropriate to dance with
customers. Engaging in social media with no intention to create dialogue is liable to get
organizations a virtual slap in the face – they may just as well stick to broadcast
channels. However, engaging in uncoordinated dialogue, especially if it isn’t linked in
to overall strategies for customer experience is likely to get the same outcome. Not
having adequate policies on staff intervening on social can also be a recipe for disaster.

In reality, social media cannot be regarded as a discrete or separate channel for
customer contact. It is part of an intricate waltz between channels as customers weave
around in an attempt to reach their goals. Although most companies recognize the need
to be on the dance floor, they frequently don’t understand how to measure it effectively
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or integrate it in with established channels like the contact center. Treating social as
part of a coordinated “omni-channel” contact strategy and integrating it into a universal
queue, along with appropriate service level measures, is best practice in brands that do
social contact well [8, 12, 13].
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